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Abstract

The World Wide Web not only provides users with an enormous amount of information, but also a wide variety
of services. The web is beginning to transform the way applications are being developed and provides the
infrastructure needed for quickly assembling applications in real time by integrating available web services.
Software industry analysts predict that the Web Services technology will cause a paradigm shift that will
forever change the computing environment. The standardization group (IBM, Sun, Microsoft, HP and Oracle)
for Web Services has provided the initial standards for enabling technologies that facilitate web services. In
this paper, we provide some background on web services, followed by the current technologies utilized in
supporting Web Services. We also present an approach for developing applications using Goal-Oriented
analysis.

Introduction
The domain of Web Services is receiving a lot of attention these days (Cuberbera 2001), and it primarily focuses on developing
web-based applications using distributed component technology. Using Web Services technology, developers can design
components independently and share these components with others for developing new services (Tosic et al 2001). The difference
between Web Services and component technology is that Web Service relies on the architecture of the web itself, whereas, a
distributed component application doesn’t necessarily use the web.
Until now, components have been heterogeneous, with varying functionalities and formats. These components are executed
within the context of a particular component model. Component models like EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) of Sun, COM+ of
Microsoft, and CCM (CORBA Component Model) of OMG etc, have their own architecture, predefined defined set of
components, implementation language, naming conventions, object messaging protocols, etc. Because of these differences, it is
difficult to use components from different models in one application. To solve this problem, developers have to find their
individual solution in terms of translators and wrappers.
Recently, leading companies within the software industry such as IBM, MS, SUN, HP, and Oracle have made a big push for
developing Web Services. One of the primary goals of Web Service technology is the development of standard protocols that
would allow a heterogeneous set of components to interoperate. These protocols are used for interface definition, method
invocation, component repository and implementation of the overall application. These protocols also improve compatibility
between components. The principles of component based development are expanded over the Internet. In this environment,
developers can share their own components with other departments (Bellifemine, 1999), companies or other developers on the
web and develop new applications without the limitation of the underlying component model, language and the distributed object
model.
The advancement of Web Service technology will facilitate the improvement in the productivity of application development.
Because of the fact that the Web Service environment supports interoperability of all the components, it will promote integration
between businesses (B2B). Also, Web Services components technology could start a new market, which dynamically supports
renting and trading of Web Services.
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The remainder of this research-in-progress paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the current Web Services
technology and recent standards that have been developed. Following that, we present the research on goal-oriented analysis and
agent technology and describe how they can be applied to Web Services domain. The last section outlines our future work and
provides some conclusions.

Web Services Technology
Web Services technology and the underlying standards are being rapidly developed by organizations that are part of the World
Wide Web consortium (W3C). The recent introduction of ebXML for Web Service has generated lot of interest in the B2B market.
In this section, we explain the Web Services architecture published in the W3C standard. First, we show the operation model and
then each element within this model is discussed in a little bit more detail
In the Web Services Model proposed by W3C, to provide services, the interface of the service should be described with a standard
language. The contents of services should be registered with a registry, shared on the Web. A service repository is a distributed
directory of services and has functions for searching and registering.
Table 1. Web Services Protocols
Protocol

Function

SOAP

Remote Procedure Call

WSDL

Interface Definition Language of Web Services

UDDI

Registry of Web Services

In the service registry, information about service’s location and usage are included. A particular user could use one or more of
the services at run time to accomplish a particular task. Table 1 shows the Standards needed to perform the integration function.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) (Box et al. 2000), one of XML based RPC, is used for calling Web Services. SOAP
utilizes XML and defines message type needed in Remote Procedure call and response. A SOAP message is sent-through HTTP,
which is the basic protocol of the Web. Because SOAP uses the default port (port 80) on the web, it could access all the servers
that support Web Services.
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) (Christensen et al. 2000) is a language used to describe Web Service Component
Interface. Using WSDL, a component developer can provide his or her own components to the general users. The contents of
abstract interfaces, protocol bindings, deployment etc, could be described as Web Services component interface. WSDL also uses
XML language. It is defined as extensions of XML tags, similar to SOAP.
UDDI (Universal Description Discovery, and Integration) (UDDI Project 2001) is a Web Services API for publishing and
discovering Web services. A service provider opens the service to the public so that users can access the service. Service
information is included in UDDI registry. Information about available services and how to use these services is published. In
UDDI specification, there are functions for publishing and discovering services using an API. This API is defined as a set of
SOAP messages.

Problems in Application Development
Even though Web Services technology can extend application development over the Internet, current development technologies
do not take advantage of this standardized environment. How to develop software applications using the available Web Services
is rarely discussed. One of the research problems in this area is how to organize various Web Services to satisfy user’s
requirement.
In simple cases, user’s requirement could be satisfied by connecting one or two Web Services. However, in reality, various Web
Services should be organized, in other words, assembled, in different ways to meet all the requirements of the user. This paper
proposes goal analysis based approach for identifying appropriate web services to meet user’s requirements.
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Goal-Oriented Analysis
To develop the Web Services based systems that users desire, first the necessary web services have to be identified and then,
determine how they can be combined. The users’ needs are treated as the system goals. In order to achieve these goals, an agentoriented system can be developed (Woolridge et al. 1999, Jennings et al. 1998, Sycara et al. 1996). Therefore, the Web Services
application system can be designed through goal-directed analysis and agent-oriented systems development method.
A goal is defined as “a non-operational objective to be achieved by the composite system” (Rolland et al. 1998). From the
definition, we could also think of goal-directed analysis as a process that successively decomposes higher-level goals into subgoals and defines the relationships between them. This process continues until there are no more sub-goals to be further
decomposed.
Figure 1 illustrates a system root goal, which the Web Services component system must achieve ultimately. It may require many
sub-goals, which are generated from the system root goal. These goals could be categorized into three types: system external goals
which are viewed from outside; user goals which are the lowest level of goals to be perceived by users; and system internal goals
viewed from inside. The goals can also be classified by their properties: Achieve and Maintain (Park et al. 2000).
After the goal analysis stage, we set up the relationships between the Web Services and the goals as a one-to-one correspondence.
The proposed goal analysis process is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Goal Hierarchy
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Figure 2. Goal Oriented Analysis
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External Goal Modeling
The ultimate goal of the Web Services component system is located at the root of the goal hierarchy. Depending upon the various
types of goals to be accomplished (users, external systems, etc.), the system goal is divided into many sub-goals with the purpose
of accomplishing the system root goal. The sub-division continues until there are user goals; a point where the external view
cannot perceive a sub-goal further by sub-dividing.

Internal Goal Modeling
The user goal is the most detailed (lowest granularity) goal that cannot be further divided into sub-goals from the external view.
However, the low-level user goals are mapped to internal system goals, which can be then further subdivided. These internal subgoals, when aggregated, will eventually accomplish the user goals.

Goal Structure
In this research, the Web Services component system is composed of a set of goals and each goal could be expressed as a
hierarchy. This hierarchy contains the goal at the root and is composed of constraints and plans.

Goal

Constraints

Functional
Constraints

Non-functional
Constraints

Plan

Services

Figure 3. The Goal Structure Diagram
Figure 3 shows the relationship among Goal, Constraints, and Plan. From the internal goal hierarchy diagram, we create the goal
structure diagram for every leaf goal node. We can represent each requirement to be a goal that is composed of constraints and
plans using UDDI (Universal Description Discovery, and Integration) and DAML (Darpa Agent Markup Language).

Web Services Component Modeling
The Web Services component modeling shows the characteristics of each Web Services component and the relationships between
these characteristics. This component model can be represented using UML notations. The Web Services component behavior
modeling shows how the Web Services components behave (Martin et al. 1999). The overall behavior of the Web Service
application system is also modeled. This model is represented using SOAP, UDDI, WSDL and DAML.

Summary and Future Work
Web Services is a web based distributed component technology, using which developers can create independent components,
share and use these components to develop new services. This technology is different from the current development environments
in that Web Services use the Web itself as the development environment, whereas component based software to development and
execution takes place in different environments.
Even though Web Services technology can extend application development over the Internet, the current focus is on technology
standardization. Methodologies for developing Web Services application software are still evolving, and one of the research
problems is how to organize various Web Services to satisfy user’s requirements.
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Goal-oriented analysis helps us to structure Web Services component system. A goal is a non-operational objective to be achieved
by the composite system. A goal is composed of constraints and plans that are represented using UDDI, and DAML. This paper
has discussed Web Services component modeling and Web Services component behavior modeling that are helpful in developing
Web Service application systems.
Our future work will include refining the development method by incorporating goal-oriented approaches in the context of agent
based Web Services. We will also formalize the development of the goal-oriented approach for Web Services using SOAP, UDDI,
WSDL and DAML (Darpa Agent Markup Language).
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